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FRIENDS FOR
REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

York Millionaires Organize
ciety to Further Closer Trade
Relations.

Mew

UP INENGUUID

So-

Was Lost Somewhere in the
Rocky Mountains Early
This Week

New York, Jan. 12. A Mexico society of New York has just been
ganized here by prominent New
Yorkers with the object of strengthHMD HIGH WINDS
ening the comercial and friendly re- DEEP SNOW
lations of the two countries. The
president of the society is James W.
Gerard and the vice presidents in- Tight Little Isle Suffers Heavy
clude John Jacob Astor, Nicholas

Mur-

ray Butler, Elbert H. Gary, Paul Morten, Ralph Pulitzer, Jacob H. Schiff,
Theodore P. Schonts and Cornelius
Vanderbilt.
BUBONIC PLAGUE IS
RAVAGING

MANCHURIA.

Forty Out of Every Hundred Victims
Die and at Harbin Deaths Number 600.

Jan. 12. Cable reports to the state department show
the widespread ravages of the bu
Washington,

Gas Explosions Wreck Department Store and Bank
Buildings

The man who does not vote on Saturday, January 21, is not a patriot.
He does not love his children if he has any. He does not care for the
prosperity or the growth of the Commonwealth. He is an undesirable

Damage From the Stormy
Elements.

London, Jan. 12 That lost blizzard, which started from Alaska with

the best of intentions of putting
icicles all over the United States has
been located. It is in England, A
gale of hurricane force, accompanied
at many points by heavy snow, broke
over the British Isles early today.
Much damage 'was done on land and
sea. Huge seas are running on the
coast and many minor wrecks, but
few casualties are reported. Many
exciting rescues were made by
crews as boat after boat seeking shelter in the bays, dragged anchors and was driven ashore. The
seaside towns were invaded by high

In the
bonic plague in Manchuria.
city of Harbin alone, six hundred
deaths ocurred within fifteen days
and new cases are reported at the
rate of a hundred a day. Forty out of
every hundred die. The plague is
also reported at Mukden and Dalny. water.

GONNELSVILLE, PA

A VOTE FOR THE CONSTITUTION
IS A VOTE FOR FREEDOM.

s

SEVERAL CLERKS ARE MISSING

Houston, Texas. Jan. 12. According to the statistics compiled by the
Texas Commercial Secretaries association, the agricultural products of
the state last year had a market value of $750,000,000. It is estimated by
facts in hand that with proper cultivation the land now worked should
bring a billion dollar crop in 1911.
The total increase in the value of
farm products in 1910 over 1909 is as
corn
cotton
follows:
$50,000,000;

in Fire $12,000,000; wheat $12,000,000, and a
corresponding increase in live stock,
Following Which Caused
fruit and vegetables.
$75,000 Damage.

Others Were Burned

Citizen.
A vote for the Constitution means the bestowal of the rights of citizenship, representation in Congress, the right to vote for the President of the
United States. It means the bestowal of 9,000,000 acres of land worth at
least $65,000,000 upon the people of the Territory or a gift of $200 for
every man, woman and child. It means the abolition of the fee system, it
means the rending of chains that have fettered, the influx of capital, the
development of resources, prosperity, opportunity and prosperity to every
deserving man and woman! It means STATEHOOD and if it meant
citizen would vote for it.
nothing else every good,clear-heade- d

Pa., Jan. 12. MoOro-ry'five and ten cent store burst into
llames this morning when a gas exThe
plosion wrecked the building.
fire communicated to the adjoining
structures and a second explosion
blew out the front of the Citizens' National bank building. Three young
women clerks are missing, two clerks
and the assistant manager of the destore are dangerously
partment
burned, and other employes are suffering from minor injuries. By noon
the flames were under control. The
ioss is about $75,000. Until the de- bris is searched it cannot be deter-mined whether there are other deaths,
Connelsville,

'

Be Sure to Vote and Vote Early.
B

s

SUIT FOR $6,000,000 AGAINST
MILLIONAIRE PATTEN.
Chicago, Jan. 12. James A. Patten,
millionaire
grain broker,
whose successful operations in the
cotton market led recently to federal
grand Jury indictments, was sued for

retired

$0,000,000

In

the superior court. The

plaintiff, Dr. Paul Burmaster, president of the Chicago
league, does not claim to have been
a participant or a loser in any of tne
operations with Patten, but brings
suit under an Illinois statute whereby any person having knowledge of
a gambling transaction may sue and
recover to the amount of three times
the total lost by any of the victims.
g

HE saSTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N.
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BILLBOARDS WILL TEACH
TUBERCULOSIS PREVENTION

K

THURSDAY,

HELPLESS

AS A BABY.

Valley Heiglass, Va., Mrs. Jennie
B. Kirby, in a letter from this
place,
Twffntv ThniloanH Prlnratinn.il Posters says:
"I was sick In bed for nine
Next
Are t0 B DiEDaved
1
months, with womanly troubles.
"ree Months
was so weak and helpless, at times,
that I could not. raise my head off the
Dunns the noxt three months, the pillow. I
to take Cardui,
billboards of the T'nited States will and I saw commenced
it was helping me, at once.
rli. rlrti, Ofl AAA
.J.... nuc'ore tm

i

Established 1856.

"I find Cascarets so good that l woma
not be without them. I was troubiea a
great deal with torpid liver and headache,
Now since taking Cascarets Candy Cathar-- jtic I feel very much better. I shall ceras
tainly recommend them to my fnenas
the best memcine i nave evci
.
ow, I can work all day.
,
,
.
,.
As a tonic,
v.
Anna Bazinet,
weaK women, noming has been
Osborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mass. nouncement made today by the Xa-tional Association for t!,e Ptuny and iouna, lor ntty years, that would take
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Uooa.
the place of Cardui. It will surely do
Do Good. Never hicken.vv eauen orui., -Prevention of Tuberculosis.
10c. 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk. Tiwtu-inyou good. Cardui is prepared from
tablet stamped C C C. Uuarantt:; to
This will conclude the campaign vegetable ingredients, and
3
cure or your money back.
has a spebegun a year ago, when the National cific curative effect on the womanly
free
donated
Association
Billposters
organs. Try a bottle today. At your
the
space to the tuberculosis
druggisfs.
THr nan v nrniHn hp
i'osur Printers Association mieieu
IMS. UniLI
IUUi5U u
free printing, and nine p;rr r manuFEMALE PEDESTRIAN
facturers gave thv paper for :!ie posLIVES AT SAN ANTONIO
these
ters. The combined value
MY ACCOUNT.
AVhen all the busy week is spent,
for this three-several donations
And my allowance, every cent,
months campaign is nearb ?1m,000. j Performed a Feat of Physical Endur- ance at Chicago That Has Never
Ik vanished too.
The posters are in six (different
U.
Been Equoled.
I sit me down to calsulate
three
designs and are all printed
wide
San
and
7
feet
Antonio,
Tex., Jan. 12. Back
Until my weeks account is straight colors.
are
They
9 feet high.
And settled true.
N
Already nearly 2.300 of In the old days when pedestrianism
Let's see I had an even ten,
these posters have been him..; on the was a very popular fad. Madam
1 And fifty cents, a dime and then
of 4G different ci; ies, and derson was the champion female
20,000 walker of the world and many rec- it is planned to distribtif
A cent or two
$
er 400 ords that she established stand today,
more before April 1st in
We'll call it just eleven, for
towns and cities.
Those hateful fractions I ahhor,
Any an iubercu-- j After having set an unusual pace in
States many cities of Europe and the United
losis society in the. Tni
And cannot do.
Now carfare, powder and a pair
may receive free of chari. '. except States she retired from the sawdust
for transportation, as man: of these path and for a number of years has
Of slippers and a braid of hair
A perfect match
posters as can be hung on he boards made her home in this city. Here,
The Nniional As- she is known as Mrs. William Paley,
in its territory.
And sundries I've forgotten now,
sociation with the Tuberculosis Com- and resides with her husband in
But I must add them, anyhow,
mittee of the National Billposters South Presa street. She is now 71
With all dispatch.
and Distributors are conducting the years old but really appears much
Eleven six they make in all,
younger, moving about with the alacAnd that is more, as I recall,
campaign.
form
rity of a woman of forty. A referin
show
The
graphic
I
posters
Than possessed.
how fresh air. good food, and rest ence to her work as a pedestrian Is
When I began the week, and still.
cure tuberculosis; how bad air, over sure to please and she delights in tellMy purse contains a dollar bill
work
and closed windows lead to ing of her experience. She considers
came
the rest?
Whence
consumption; and how the careless her greatest feat In walking and phyOh, yes. I see; that makes it right,
But here's a dime escaped my sight! j consumptive menaces the health ot sical endurance one performed in
Chicago in the early eighties when
nis f!ltnily by spitting on the floor.
And now it's late!
Fhe walked a quarter of a mile at the
So I'll just save it till some time
For either acute or chronic' kidney beginning of every ten minutes of
When I may need an extra dime
disorders, for annoying and painful the day and night for a period of
To balance straight.
three weeks. This feat has never
(Bertha Louise Ricketts in Sept. urinary irregularities take Foley Kid been
equaled.
ney Pills. An honest and effective
ada6nnr Tgyst
medicine for kidney and bladder dis
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Laborer Injured. Julian Medina, orders.
by local applications, as they cannot
a section hand, was injured at Lagu-na- ,
reach the diseased portion of the
Valencia county, by a tie falling MACADAMIZING HIGHWAYS
WITH MUD SHELLS. ear. There is only one way to cure;
on his right hand crushing three fin- deafness, and that is by constitution-- '
b
Inexhaustible Supply Along the Gulf al remedies. Deafness is caused by
ueatns at Ainuquerque ine aeams
an inflamed condition of the mucous
Coast and is Beina Used in
of three women is recorded by last
various Parts of Texas
lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
:
Citi-Tribune
evning's Albuquerque
the tube is inflamed you have a rum
zen: Mrs. W. D. Newcomb at the: Austin, Texas, Jan. 12 San Patri- - bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
hospital and with whom at the time ci0 COunty, Texas, is preparing to when it is entirely closed, Deafness
of her death were her with her sis- - spend f 100,000 in the next few months Is the result, and unless the inflammaMrs. W. E. Martin, and in r0ad improvements.
The county tion can be taken out and this tube
Mrs. H. O. Bursum, who have return-- ; commissioners are considering a prop- - restored to its normal condition, hear-- j
ed to Socorro.
Mrs. R. V. Pulver, osilion to macadamize highways with ing will be caused by Catarrh, which
She is survived by mud shells, an inexhaustible supply lis nothing but an inflamed condition
aged 40 years.
her husband, a locomotive engineer, lying along the Gulf coast. Several! of the mucous surfaces,
We will give One Hundred Dollars
and her two children. The remains hundred miles of this kind of road
were taken to La Crosse, Wisconsin, have already been built in many parts for any case of Deafness (caused by
for interment. Mrs. C. H. Cleary, of the state and have proven the best! catarrh) that cannot be cured by
who was aged 27 years and who is highway material in use, making a (Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
bv her husband and a daugh- - road absolutely smooth over which liars, free.
an automobile can maintain a speed
sr. J. uneney & uo., Toledo, u.
ter.
of thirty miles an hour with perfect
Said by Druggists, 75c.
Las Vegas Will Have Sanitary SewTake Hail's Family Pills for
Recognizing the superiority
er System The city council of East safety.
of crushed shell for ballast over that
imme
for
is
Las Vegas
considering
of stone, chaapness being a considera-- j
diate construction, plans for a com
tion, the International & Great Northplete sanitary sewer system for that ern Railway Company has a plant of
On Pressing Occasions
city.
its own and is using this material.
Burglars at Las Vegas Burglars crushed to a pro,ler consistency, for
invaded Las Vegas night before last ballast. Eminent engineers who have
and robbed the Romero Mercantile investigated the matter have
and the Rancho, saloon.
n0Unced mud shells far superior to all
fa-Justice of the Peace at Esjancia.
macadam yet discovered.
The
the justice of the peace election mous roads around Xew Orleans are
at Estancia, C. B. Howell received made of this material.
130 votes and H. G. Souders 97 votes.
re- If you want anytntng on earth try
For Constable, D. W. Robinson
ceived 150 votes and W. C. Smith 82 a New Mexican Want Ad.
votes.
Given Marriage
Licenses. Segun-- '
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS,
do THrujillo and Maria Victoria Les- - PAZO
ointment is stmianteed to cure
case of Itching. Blind, meedlng or Pro- perance, both of Tajique, were grant- - any
trudintt Files in 6 to Helms or money re'
ed a marriage license at Estancia.
funded, 5de.
j
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SEUGMAINBR0SC0.
January White Goods Sale

1

Table Linens
Napkins
Towls
Quilts
India Linons
Lawns

e

1

H

lm

4

M

1V

I

Tt.
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WE (JIVE ('ASBEIGiniKTHKHb
ALL
WITH

j

CbP HKBHr

Waists

at Cost Including

Overcoats, Suits, Ladies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, C h i I d r e n s
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

j

No. 40.

Telephone

Night Gowns
Corset Covers
Underskirts
Drawers
Chemise

Also all Winter Goods

i

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

fj

Incorporated 1903

Bargains

i

l

Holidays are over butyou stil
have to wear

SHOES
For this weather you need good

serviceable

WEAR.

FOOT

:

:

:

TWO

FOR

Only

WEEKS

Only

Commencing
Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR HALF A CENTURY THE

LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

P. O. Box 219

I

THE CITY

Hione 39

saBmmmm

tasmmmme

'

Too

Want it Dressy Looking

You

j
:

We have all

Styles and all Prices

Kinds-al- l

Our Specialty FOOT COMFORT.

John Pfleuger

j

EeaaEacfflssa

I

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

Smte one;

mmp

circu-survive- d

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEWj MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOMAS K DELQAD0, Mgr.

Irrigation and Farm

:

: :

Work made easy by using
FULLER & JOHNSON

F.

FRANK

&

Retail

FE?n?rp

GOR WILEY

Bill

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

Sole Agents For

LEO HERSCH

fi

STOCK FOOD.

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

That the New Year we are just entering
for each and every one, a nappy New
year full of Health ana prosperity: witn
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution

VU1
I

FE- -

PHONE AC
BLACK TV

1V!L
YYKll

may be
Year; a

thanks
will

Will Trade With
II. C. Yontz J
San Francisco St.

U.

Nye Described Lone Star Swine
as Built for Speed Rather than
for Weight.

Sherman, Texas. Jan. 12. The late
Eill Nye described the Texas hog as
an animal with an elongated snout,
thin chest, sinuous legs, and having
all the qualities indicating it
was
built for speed. As the famous hu-ntorist saw the swine product of this
state in his day and generation his
description was fairly good. But the
Texas hog of today is a
much
changed animal and represents the
very best of the swine family. For
man years the Texas farmer imae.i
ined he could only raise cattle, sheep
and goats, but some years ago he
awakened to the fact that Texas is
one of the best, hog growing sections
of the nation and he got busy lmprov- ing the native breed. The result of
this is that in all parts of the state
today the production of this animal
is far in excess of home consumption,
The natural food products for swine
and the growth of all kinds of forage
aim gidiu iui una uuimai uavt: uiaue
the Texas farmer a hog raiser. The
animal that Bill Nye described is no
longer here. In its stead has come
the best breed known to modern hogj
culture, and Texas grown pork ranks
with the best of the nation.

be

LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
On the package when you buy Fo
ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
colds. None genuine without the Bee
Hive.
Remember the name, Foley's

Honey and Tar and reject any substitute. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.

Thst
Stop
j

We Have Built Up

RAISER.

G

armacy

-

j

when you need your clothing, or any
part of it, cleaned and pressed don't
be foolish enough to try and accom
plish it yourself because you will lose
both time and temper and probably
ruin the garments. Better bring them
to us and we will give you a professional job that will thoroughly satisfy
you in promptness, excellence anu
reasonable price.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

1

POTATOES and
SALT.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

i'

TEXAS FARMER HAS
A HOG

IMERNATIONAL

uAREColS We h va it

If it's Hardware

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In larSe quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description.
We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade,
We will be pleased to figure on your

contracts.

DucItOW

QJlJirlgS

The Straggle, for Statehood
A

HISTORY OF 60 YEARS
OF EFFORT.
By Hon. L. li, PRIXOR

i

i

The Ecck cf the Time
If you would discuss the subject

intelligently.

Mailed on
j

receipt of

1

(r

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
Santa Fe, N. M

Go,

"KERR'S
PLAZA BARBERSHOP
For i9 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW

PITCH

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

&

Screened

A1

It lHf

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and KicdliDg.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

SEZTUr8.vK:
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

Your New Year Greeting

-

Should be accompanied w th somelittle remembrance,
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, lew pied
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods,

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surrtes, Saddle Horses

Call up

FITCH

BATHS

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in th
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Age&ts HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yo':r
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

fnone

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

:

Agent.

Whobsa.is

uim
make for the New Year is to resolve
The best Resolution you can
to come to Our Store for Everything you need in Hardware, because
we sell the best tools, Hardware and Implements Made.
We stand behind everything we sell with our Money and Reputation, and Make Good on Every Deal.
We' wish you Prosperity and Happiness.

RATES

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHONB RED 183.

By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.
We Guarantee to relieve the Cough or money back.
Phone 213

ZOOK

3

Ph armacy
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industrial enterprises, more irri- - ing sentiment" for thes-cati- hings, their
investments; these arc what advocates ought to be 1. e 'o elect a SECRETARY HENIN6
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hare majority of Hie
in'ors and
statehood mean.
' s, and let
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Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
Heed

THREJ
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Kidney ills come quietly mysteriously.
But nature always warns you.
Notice the kidney secretions.
See if the color Is unhealthy
If there are settlings and sediment,
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney
Pills,
To ward off Bright's disease or diabetes.
Doan's have done great work in Santa Fe.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
Kidney Pills oft and on for two years
and they have done me a world of
good. A dull pain in the small of my
back, sometimes extending Into my
bladder caused me a great deal of
suffering, particularly when I took
cold. I was bothered mostly in thei
winter, ana in auaiuon io me pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
The
inflammation of the bladder.
kidney secretions were highly colored
and when passed were attended with
a scalding pain. I never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to;
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men That Gathered Around
the Grave.
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later go to Denver and then east.
A, B. RENKHAN
geo: m. kinsell. E. P. DAVIS, J.B.HAYWARI)
and Mrs. dy, which I used for a bad case of Diaz is a brave man and a great sol-- !
Territorial
Secretary
s
Vice- - President.
President,
Manager.
Jaffa have returned to Roswell from kidney trouble. Five bottles did the dier. He has proven his valor uponi
to a hundred fields. Diaz will fight to
New York and Washington, v. J. ir. work most effectively and proved
SANTA FE ABSTRACT. REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY.
Jaffa expects to return to Santa Fe me beyond doubt it is the most
last, and he will battle in the
tomorrow and remain until January liable kidney medicine I have ever 0,)en, Many of his followers never!
We prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
19, when he will go to Roswell to vote. taken." Sold at Capital Pharmacy,
fight. They bribe or strangle. Flat-- !
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACProbate Clerk George W. Annijo
tery, money and the bayonet are their
CIDENT INSURANCE.
We draw
and Henry S. Lutz of the Board of LADY VALENTINE WINS
agents.
They labor not for Mexico
Equalization left last evening on a
AGAIN IN EXCITING RACE. 'but for gold.
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
"The revolutionists are not
campaign tour of Lincoln county. Mr.
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
"Buckskin" in 1,000 Yards ing so much against Diaz as they are
Armijo will address a statehood meet
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURon Heavy Track Before 1,000
against this crowd. The insurgents'
ing at Lincoln on Friday evening of
want justice. They are fighting to rid.
CHASER for your property.
this week.
People.
Mexico of a gang of grafters and it1
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Hockaday of
We respectfully solicit your business,
Memphis, are visitors registered at! Lady Valentine, ridden by Jockey looks as if they are going to win." j
the Montezuma hotel. Mr. Hockaday Murrill and owned by Sheriff Closson
JOSEPH B. HAY WARD, Manager,
is here to organize a lodge of
won another race today, beating by
ARMORY THIS EVENING.'.
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
a neck "Buckskin" ridden by Jockey
F. N. Withey, manager of Countess Cordova and owned by Nicolas
de Swirsky, was much im- - tana of Pojoaque.
This evening at the opening of thej
The course was
pressed with the beauties of Santa Fe j.noo yards and the track was heavy dance that is being given by ladies
and expressed the hope of returning owing to the rains
of Santa Fe for the Boy Scouts at
here. He is accompanying Mile, del M
,
1 ft)0
tn
i,,ciU(rinE the National Guard Armory, the for-- i
Swirsky on a tour of the world, audjmany prominent teritorial and federal mal presentation of a magnificent!
wih go from America to Australia. ofliciala as well as dozens of sheriffs 'arse flag by Mrs. L. Bradford Prince
"Mrs. Max Xordhaus, with her twoj
indeed' ,0 the Scouts will take place. Morton
hi h
t tn
children, Elizabeth and Bobbie and.in exciting one.
Seligman will accept the Stars ana!
their nurse, arrived this afternoon
on behalf of the Scouts, and!
Stripes
As far as the eye could see the
from Santa Fe, where she had been
Wi" marcn a,J0Ut the ball room j
lhpy
hun-- '
the guest of her father, A. Staab, for horses were neck to neck for
iwith the flag flying to signalize the
several weeks. The Nordhauses are dreds of yards, but within a
beginning of the dance. The flag is
of
seemed
Buckskin
the
stakes
feet long on a ten foot staff.
again located In their home on Doug- yards
to
have the advantage. Just then eight
las avenue." Las Vegas Optic.
The hour set for the ceremony is;
Carl Lotave, the distinguished art- Jockey Murrill cast a fleeting glance 9 p. m.
DAY & NIGHT
at Buckskin and shot Lady Valentine
130 BED
125 PALAOR
PHONE
AVE
ist, whose paintings here have been
forward, winning by a neck. The
of
the
this
art
admiration
left
lovers,
PICTURE FRAmihG TASTEFULLY
AND SATISFACTORILY
TEXAS WO WAN tNEAR DEATH.
DONE
afternoon for New York where he crowd went wild.
Wills Point. Tex In a letter from
disclosed
The
the
fact
that
will sail next week for Europe. Mr.
betting
Wills Point, Mrs. Victoria Stallings
oaas
on
were
both
horses.
Lotave will spend some time in Paris
given
says: "I was afflicted with woman- a number of portraits before return-- favorite for 6C0 yards, at which many
f
S7
ff
a
"IZ
i ., -- rr
ing to America. Mr. Lotave has me. better, stood.
Whenever you want an easy sbave
I had
re- As good as barbers ever Kave,
with great success both as a landCleofes Romero was the starter and
K
Just call on me at my salon
Cardui
Now
am
I
taking
At morn or eve or busy noon
scape and a portrait painter, a talent the judges were Frank Jones, R. L.
stronger, and .n better health than
I'll curl and dress" the hair with grace
that is exceedingly rare.
Baca and E. Otero.
I'll suit t be contour your face,
crci xa ill mj lilt:. i Uitm Hitjr nail
c
j&ors keen,
My razor sharp and
Mrs. Henry P. Bardshar, wife of Inenough for this" great medicine." Do
My shop is neat and towelsare clean
tertial
Revenue
Collector
CONfind
Bardshar.
I
PESSIMISTIC
ABOUT
And everything think you'll
you need relief? Try Cardui for your
To suit the taste and please the mind.
and Mrs. P. T. Blandy, her sister,!
DITIONS IN MEXICO. womanly troubles. Its
long record
leave tonight for Cherry Creek, Ariz.,
FIRST CLASS BATH ROOM
of successful use is your guarantee.
tu vimi meir sister, miss ueKunn, NewsDaonrman Who Has
Re.
Just
Thousands
of ladies have
been
who is very ill.
turned From Chihuahua Was
helped to health and happiness by
Not Favorably Impressed.
Cardui. It will surely help you. Try
LAST TRIBUTE TO GREAT MAN.
a bottle today.
O. K. BARBER SHOP
"Mexico has no people," said a vis247 San Francisco StSanta Fe, N M
(Continued from Page Three)
iting newspaper man today who has
just returned from Chihuahua.
American Druggists
"The land of Diaz is made up of milists in the country, to make a thorSyndicate
Premium remedies are not patent me ough investigation of the possibili- lionaires and paupers. The former
MONEY AND METALS.
WOOD'YS
New York, Jan. 12. Lead dull 445
dicines, every premium remedy guar- ties here and to report to the club. rule r.nd the later well they are not
the
It is believed that properly encour
governed but the driven class.
4j5; Standard copper dull, spot and
anteed as represented or your money
"There- is no such thing as govern- March
From
fruit raising in the central Rio
54
Silver
1212.10; Silver
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and aged,
Grande valley will make this section ment in Mexico. There is a Diaz- - .4
Pall mnnpv '? Lit) 3 npr crnfTAOS
BARRANCA
cold tablets are unexcelled, get them more celebrated as the "home of the archy but this can hardly be honored
per
jprime mercantle paper" 4 fa 4
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the Big Red Apple" than either the Pe- with the name of government,
Mexican dollars 45; Amalgamcent;
"At present, Russia would prove a ated 62
1131-- 2 bid; Atchi
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca- cos valley or the San Juan apple
Bounds Trains.
the son 1021-2- ; Sugar
of northwestern New Mexico. land of freedom to the peons,
country
Great
Northern, pfd. ex.
ot
pital Pharmacy.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival
Fruit men are agreed that with mod- poor and even the middle classes. A div. 123
New York Central 110;
the north bound train and arrives at
Mexico
revolution
at
this
is
sweeping
ern methods and precautions and on
Northern Pacific ex div. 1161-4- ;
Taos at 7 p. m.
1561-8- ;
a systematic plan, the growing of ap- time and it is a real revolt against Reading
Southern Pacific
taxation with- 1151-2- ;
Ten miles Bhorter than any other
Union Pacific 173
Steel
ples, peaches and pears and other oppression,
out
an
outcry
representation,
against
way. Good covered hack and good
sufenforced
and
ignorance, poverty
teams.
fering.
to 3&e Fas
dent
1
Tlilngr
"In Mexico you have but to turn
fiII"Ml AskyoiirWf :u'lf r
eaa.grx ComfoitaUa.
D'smotiil TtrundfU
4'fi.cbfi'ters
to
leave
behind
head
your
& Co.
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
poverty
Mils in It- nnd ild UKtalliAV
and gaze upon wealth, happiness and
b')xes, sealed with Blue Ril hon. Vy
Take no other liny of yrtir
On the streets of the large
splendor.
1HAAJOND ItKANil I'll I S, for A
cities the grandee disports his broad-- I
If you went anything on earth try
years known as Best, Safest, Always Rclin',l
II you want anything on earth try
cloth and the beggar displays his dirty
SOLD BY OSliOGISTS F.VERYWKFRE
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a New Mexican Want Ad,

.UNITED STATES BANK

Underwear Sale

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000.00

Does a General Banking

.STANDARD HICHfjRADE
LADIE3 AND
CHILDREN J FALL AND WINTER UNDERWEAR
AT PRICED HERETOFORE UNHEARD OF IN

;

Business

THIS CITY.
WE PRoPo.SE TO CLEAN UP ALL oDDi AND
END
WE REALIZE, HOWEVER, THAT THE

j

Yur pjtron8ge

It

ar!

-2
TWO PIECE ".SET .SNUG"
WOOL WEIGHT, .SOFT
PRICE
.SPECIAL PRICE
- - 7
UNION SJ
OUR 5ZST LEADER
60 PER CENT WOOL .SOFT VELVET
FINISH NICE WEIGHT REGULAR

:

NSUR AN

1-

MFRCERIZ-EDFlNiSH,$.25REGUL-

'

C

E

NISHED,

For Rent

j

PRO-PERT-

H.

7

WATSON

COMPANY

profit-nnerat-

'.

FURNITURE

60C.

l.Oo

BoYS ANDGIRLJ .SANITARY FLEECE LINED
MEDIUM WEIGHT 2 PIECE SUITS NICE AND
WARM AND GUARANTEED TO WEAR WITH
PERFECT .SATISFACTION. ON THESE GOODS
WE PROPOSE TO OFFER THE MOST

pi

a"

.SUIT

$1.50

-

CL0JE:AT

I

;

EACH

UNION SJTS COTTON RIBBED
MEDIUM WEIGHT GOOD VALUE AT
65C. WILL CLO.SE OUT AT - UNION JUITi THAT HAVE BEEN
BE.ST
THE
SELLER J MEDIUM
WEIGHT .SOFT FINISH, CUT FULL,
.SPLENDID VALUE.SAT$1.25WILL

-

lo-- -,

raa

AR

-

PRICE $2.25 TO CLoEoUT

Y,

For Sale

HERE WILL

REINFORCE THE GENERAL CONVICTION THAT THIS ST OKI. S THE PRICE
MAKER ON .STANDARD VALUED.
SALE LASTS "ONE VEEK ONLY"

.

i

WE GiVE

VALUED

ENoR.MoU-.SERVE TO

tri-,-

STORE!

'

RE-HA-

VE

MARKABLE BARGAIN-- WE
EVER PUT
OUT. AGE 3 TO 9 THE PRIICE IS NOW 15C.
A GARMENT, AND ABOVE THAT AGE 25C.

THESE GOODS ARE
DOUBLE THE PRICE WE

ACTUALLY WORTH
ARE ASKING. OUR
WINTER JUST STARTED IN, NOW IS THE
TIME TO LAY IN A SUPPLY

j

Furniture Co.

,

W. Townsend & Co.

Elmi-tezum- a

THE PRICE MAKER

SANTA FE, N. M.

SecV-Trea-

re-th- e

N6W YEAR ALMOST ARRIVtD

j

j

LEGAL

and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods

j

j

FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
is invited to call and examine them.

j

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

ADOLF

CO

a

k mi la

MULLIGAN

Funeral Directors &
Licsnsed Embalmers

vu
Km Mlmring

fc

"""Vlif

8

n (tin thinsty M

?,

FE BOTTLIMG WORKS.
AU irimke

p

e

f

LtT

LlVl,,

vgpettf-- l

'
eool ad inviting
LEMON SOOA,
I CHKOER ALE, WILD CHERPY,
W91
BOOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
g

;

i

ve

v'.m if r... 4

Hdi

irom

ilwni wter

CLARENDON
GARDEN
K V.BOYLK

Mgr.

POULTRI

CL&REpDOH

MENRY KRtCX,

Proyrtetor

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, auci FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAID EliGs evcryldaj
Pure bred bHrred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottei). l ljlcki'iis
arc yarded In the orchfti d under the trees and fed on clean w holesome food
only. No chance of TulKireuloslK semis nor Ptomaine polsoulriK.
A FEW FAT HENS FOR KATJNU.

-

i

j

T. W. ROBERT S

MARK El REPORT

Ml LINE

pfd. 118.
$7.808; pigs $7.40!8; bulk $7.85
WOOL MARKET.
7.95.
St. Louis, Jan. 12. Wool unchangMarket
Sheep
Receipts 15,000.
ed; territory and western mediums
Native
western
steady.
$2.504.50;
2112;;; fine mediums 17 18; fine 12

74

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Wheat
May
Chicago, Jan. 12.
lt)15-83-4-

2

-

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

FARE

CHICHESTER S PILLS

say $5.00

O-NIG-

HT

and
We

501-43-8-

;

July

511-- 8

(ft;

Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

May
July 34
May 10.07
July 18.C5.
May 10.22
July none.
May 10.071-2- ;
July 9.971-2- .
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Jan. 12. Cattle Receipts
Market steady to ten higher.
5,000.
Beeves $4.807.10; Texas steers $4.25
steers $4.50 if i;
western
5.50;
stockers and feeders $3.755.Sn;
cows and heifers $2.656.40; calves

j

$7.5010.

j

Hogs

j

DAY
ft

mis-rul-

May

46.45.

96

July

;

Corn

-

TO

$2.654.43;
yearlings
$4.605.75;
lambs native $4.756.55; western $5

$(.13.

35(gl-8- ;

j

Kansas City, Jan. 12. Cattle Re- ccipts 5,000, including 300 southerns,
Market strong to ten higher. Native
steers

southern steers
steers $1.75
$3.255; native
jcows and heifers $36.25; stockers
;and feeders $1.505.80; bulls $45.10
calves $38.50; western steers $4.75
C.2o; western cows $3.255.
Hogs
Market
Receipts 8,000.
strong to five higher. Bulk S7.80
:7.!o: heavy $7.857.95; packers and
butchers
$7.807.95;
light $7.80
j

$5.25$ G. 73;
southern
$3.25ig'6.75;
6.25; southern cows

j

Sheep
Market
Receipts 3,000.
Market steady.
Receipts 21,000.
Muttons $3.754.45; lambs
s
strong to five higher. Light 7.75'?jS; $o.50G.25; fed wethers and
$4
mixed 7.75S; heavy 7.70(?IS; rough
5.60; fed western ewes $3.50
4.10.
$7.707.80; good to choice heavy

24 Hour Electric Service

j

Silici

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

A gents
,

Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

'

Call fhelifb Operation

Light Company

year-Jing-
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human emotions
prolonged applause, and returns to
run last night by dance "The Bat" as the music of
GENERAL OFFICES- n, AXON NEW MEXICO.
world-- j Strauss' "Fledermatis" fills !i;r wiih
Mile. Tiiiunaia ilt; Swirsky,
famed interpretive danseuse and pi-- ; its charms. She dances in (lie spirit
Kind Vv)
1st
anisie of ex; inordinary ability who of night, and her graceful use of the
la efie.-ll.':li lUiw.l'
held an audience spellbound at the bat's "wings" seemed worihy of a
20
STATl'''.
Kliis heater from s:;:u until after 10 more angelic creature.
Again the
:i in
countess came before the audience
4 00
o'clock.
3u
0
l.v iJi's Miiiiu's. N. M .Ai
3 50
4
f
:umni.!
The performam e was a three-foldanciug the exquisite "I'izzii ate "
3 30
li
Irii, i.nii
3 15
that Deiibes, and she danced it with the
To those who believe
treat.
li'.
i'HPUJMl
3 05
i,ni
1.
dancing is an exercise which, in its joyousness, and the lightness of a
2 45
Thou; iw.r.
a in
2 25 I.
ntiiitd phases expresses the poetry playful child.
'liiii.;:iiiium M ...
1 55
i) sr,
.Clifton li.,u-- i' N.
The concluding scene is the lateof rhythmic movement, Miss Swirs- 30
l.v
l:ot. i VV
Ar
which
chanal
of Glazounouff and true to tie
M
exhibition
an
artistic
A r 10 15
2
.l.v. .... i.uli.ii,
gave
ly
9 49
..
.rsmoit imiisf N' M..
aazi-Jeas well as pleased. To those traditions of the Tanagra, Thar.u.
8 32
3
danced it with the abandon oi buoywho love music by a stringed orchesKim bier .III tctlon
8 55
45
the
tra playing in perfect, time, and with ant youth, finally sinking to
KiM'hk r. .. :
8 20
I'oliux
such musical understanding that the ground as though exhausted by its
r
s
02
rososo
4
7 45
expression was truly "interpretive," very joyousness and perhaps by the
l.v
'inmrron
Vr
i; 35
a m
i'uuarrou
the performance last, night was a de-- ' high altitude.
... .Nmn
6 27
f !
Then the big green curtains closed,
B
17
It
Harlan
light. And finally to those who crave
B (10
5 45
I'tf lurk, N. M.. Lv
not piano
out the daz.ling lights, ami
thumping,
Vaulting
playing,
piano
m
m
p
p
two numbers on the program were the captivating, young and spiriiuelle
da Thamara.
Mile.
inn.intH-t-u i" if.x vi: :, 1'. - S. V. tly. train both North'aud'South.;
satisfactory.
eminently
SStiWi- 'or Van !l'ivi' '".i N'. M, nieen trains at Preston N.I M.
Swirsky is a pianiste worth hearing,
X.
t'lf .'Ui.nl) Ui; j.vu. N M., 'at 9:''l '.t. ra. latly exc
ttw - v i't- - I'
There is one criticism in this re- - THEORY AND PRACTICE
'V;iv 3.oi) rounii trip; fitly pound basgae enrried free.
AMONG THE RADICALS,
uniiiiy. K.ir gard, however. Mile, de Swirsky was
fv
M iieH,
M
ti'1t!m tu:i t ti lit 11:11 p. m. arrli'S from'
0. t S t"".i
advertised as a great pianiste; the
Soetti at 4:3? a m.
program suggested a number of mus-- ;
(Farmington Enterprise.)
ica! selections tor the piano;
F M. WILLIAMS,
J VAN HOUTEN,
C. G. DEDMAN,
f
aj As a candidate for tlle' olBl.e
new instrument, and one in tune, had Justice of the Peac(2i , was au in.
G. P. Arjent,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent.
been procured for the performance terested spectator at the meeting
the Qf (he
from Loretto Academy through
and
..Cltizen,g
pr08reS8ive
Kinauess oi me oisiets, iu cua,sc, a.w protective LeagUe." held last week.
were
yet only two piano selections
Having read much iu our reform
played by the gifted pianiste. They papers on the unholy way in which
were the Rachmanioff.
prelude and politicians run conventions and ride
one of Liszt's rhapsodies. These se over the wishes of the
and
people,
!!!
lections , although played with a bril knowing that the
was in
meeting
liance and understanding worthy of charge of our
1
settled
reformers,
the artist, were scarcely adequate to myself to hear a calm discussion of
prove whether or not Mile, de Swirsky men and measures.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
I even hoped
is a pianiste of the first rank.
to enter such discussions myself.
all
and
Poiuts
in
New
Douglas
A Musical Audience.
But, presto! zip! bang! went three
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
It was a musical audience and it is nominntinne
cinrtl-unA hf,M'n llm
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
to
the
went
theater
to
safe
say many
o
ceared
away the
vojce
CENTRAL to Torrasca, Thence
io near music, miner man lu &t;e no the
secretary was reading the sucvoThe
dance.
the
by
interpretation
cessful name.
I went home bowing
DnriA Or 0 Antlimrrnnlnyin CimfA-ciferous applause given the orches- in adoration to
the ".will of the peoV
tral numbers did not warrant substiple."
tuting Chopinaile dances for the musOnce 1 thought, I understood the
ical numbers, and thus cutting up the
situation in Farmington.
political
program so that the average mind in
the theater was at a loss 1o know With great frankness Ha me state,
'j fi what was being staged and what that after some thoughtful investiI have not as yet, fathomed
omitted.
Still, Ihe performance was gation,
I have discovered (meanii
H! so good that it. seems harsh to criti- its depths.
For Rino; and full information address
l!j
sevening located not unearthed)
cise emissions.
1
teen different, separate and distinct
The Dances.
When the curtain arose promptly nnss, a lew cliques and some number
A.
at the hour set, it was evident that a of associations, each and every one
El Paso Texas.
cultured, if not a very large, audience of which, with a "conservative esti- I
was present to greet the gifted Rus- mate, holds the balance of power."
sian.
And she looked worthy of a Some of the aforesaid organizations
greeting.
Wearing the striking head- are controlled by one leader and the
Others have sevdress made of lace and pearls, worn "votes are sure."
by the ladies of Russia, and looking eral leaders and the votes are not
as pretty as a bride, the countess be- - so dependable, as every
private
From the purest
gan the wedding dance of her coun- - wants an office.
reformer
try. The green curtains and green sturdiest, most
bos-carpet, flooded by electric light, made down to the lowest politician,
superb settinging for this gem of a sism rules.
aanseuse. it was at once evident that
The poor office seeker is between
enthusiastic press agents and critics a host of devils and a crowd of
had not overestimated the grace, and deep blue seas. He lias no mind
charm, the musical body and the mu- - 0f his own. That privilege is taken
sical soul of the "sinuous and sylph away from him at the start.
He
like" Thamara.
must get in a ring. Which ring? Be
The
orchestra's
accompaniment fore him is a maze rings large and
made the dance all the more delight- small,
bright and dull, quiet and acful, for there was at all times perfect tive,
and
sympathy between danseuse and di- one and all interlaced and twined
rector. That itself was a secret of about until to his bewildered
gaze
the charm. Then followed a Russian they become a writhine sernentine.
the
was
and
scarf
red
mazurka,
ring.tailed monster Or uprrhnnno
he is taken botlily Md ,
S3 pressed into service. Finally ne
- a
1" "
ring. As before, his mind is not
"i
Russia.
was applause follow-- L , 0WQ
There
Usually the curbstone ring
Cu U, au. mtcimoonm dim uiCU
fxeb nj. )losiUon from
hj Q
eral orchestra selections.
authority there is no nppead. Woe
MM
TidYt .
The
ixroro
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
rlnnona
'
unto mm it he does not stay put.
VV
seen and they were well received,
CITY OFFICE IN
f
He knows not where
to
turn.
Again there wa3 music by the delightbeen
ful orchestra and the third part of the bhould circumstances have
sucn mat he chanced to work for
program began. This was the Peer
NEW MEXICAN DLDG.
the Enterprise he is immediately a
Gynt. suite by Grieg whom the countess had known and who was respon- Staplin satellite. Should he go into
sible for her devoting her talents to the postot'fice more than twice a day
the dance first and the piano second. for his mail he is branded as one of
the Santa Fe gang. Should he inno
"La Mort d' Ase."
It was therefore with some author- cently enter the portals of the TimesHeboid!
He
ity that the Russian danseuse essay- Hustler ottice "Hist!
ed to portray the meaning of the is trying to got in with the Butler
composer in La Mort d' Ase. It was Ting." Should he stop to talk to a
a dramatic portrayal,
the man who may happen to dispense the
probably
perfume of applejack he is roped and
most dramatic of the evening.
The classic dance Tanagra was tied down as a seeker after the whisgiven in the fourth part of the pro- key vote, etc., ad infinitum.
Carrying the O. S. mall and pas- the rate of $5.lM per hundred lb.
Now what is the poor candidate to
The Tanagra of Ancient
gram.
senger between Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished t ac- Greece were a type of women renown- do? The man who does not wish to
Rosell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any numter of passengers ed for beauty and artistic accomplish- become contaminated with "rings
El y&io & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with
anj ments. The Tanagra were brought on his fingers and rings on his toes,"
land Railroads
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect 'with back to life last
de comedy ought to take his little roll
night by Mile
&
Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
Topeka
who is seen as the curtain and hie for some deserted hogan far
Swirsky
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a, m., sxrtv
ranee for Santa Pe, N. M., by com- arises in the
pose of an ancient sta- out on the reservation. There would
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Ros- tue of Tanagra. The notes of Gluck's be found peace and no
ringing accuLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
Orpheus seem to awaken her and she sations. While there a Navajo might
la Vaughau at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate fot
begins slowly to move in the beauti- chance by hut should he talk to him
Baggage allowance of 50 lis. to special $40.00 to accommodate four o ful
movements of the ancient dances. no one could say, "If you have any?ach regular ticket, exceas baggage at fewer passengers to either
point
Suddenly her attention is attracted thing to do with him your name is
to the piano, which is at her left and forever a blot on this community,"
she seems irresisitibly drawn to it. or "yon are d ad politically if you
She strikes a few chords (for music have any dealings with him, or "my
was her forte) and then plays the dear young friend, let me warn you
Herewith are some Tiargaln offered
TIMETABLE ALL
most modern of compositions,
the never to do business with that man,"
by th New Mexican Printing comRachmaninoff prelude.
or "if you are seen conversing with
LOCAL
TRAINS
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
A Beautiful Picture.
you can never hold an office In
Territory of New Mexico. 1897, sheep
There was a picture to delight the tnis town." How delightful, there
The fo'IowinB are the lima taMm eye, to
txrand, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
please the ear and charm the on the reservation, to pour out your
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code of the local railroads:
mind. A Grecian goddess, bare arm- heart, free from all fads, to the re
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
ed and barefoot, playing a piano, the sponsive Indian.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Lawaf
music of which awakens and thrills
A. T. 4. S. F. Rv.
But by chance the candidate may
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
Leave
her with the spirit of modern life, the be a man who lives his own life and
and
English
Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
cares not one little rap for the king
8.10 a. m. connect with No. a went- - same as it thrilled her audience.
full leather $3; Sherlff'a Flexible
The danseuse goes away,
midst pin bosses. Be careful, O wielders of
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-tw- bound, No. 10 eastbound.
or more books, Jl each. Nkw
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. m.
3 and 10 Inclusive 93.30 each. Com
The greatest crisis in a woman's life
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 wut
is when first she becomes a mother.
Corporation Laws, 75c. Compll bound.
All the physical strength of her
atlon Mining L:.vs, 50c Money
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
nature is demanded at such times.
Digest of New Mexico Reports, fuU p. m.
and it is necessary that her system
keep, $6 50; full list school blank
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and
be thoroughly prepared for the event,
9 westbound;
in order that her health be preserved
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
TO AND FROM BOSWEU..
for future years. Mother's Friend
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
safest
is
a
is
medicine for external use, composed of oils
woman's
reliance; it
Connection made with Automobile p. m
nature
which
assist
and
in
all necessary physical changes of
ether ingredients
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
the r stem. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosD. & R. G.
Ry.
for
unusual
in
tendons
aids
and
the
strain,
expanding the sk'n and flesh fibres,
Leave 10:15 a. m. tor north.
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rosand strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
well at J:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
and danger at the crisis, and leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
the mother in such healthful conArrive 3:35 p. in. from north.
dition that her recovery is always
and arrives at Vaughn at 8 d. m. Thn
New Mexico Central Ry.
far between Santa Fe and Torrancs
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No. rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
is sold at drug siores. Write for our
is jb.ho and between Torrance and 34 east and S3 south and west
free book for expectant mothers.
Roswell 10. Reserve seats on autoArrive 8 p. m. with connection from
BEADFTBLT) EEGTJLATOR CO.,
mobile by wire. J. w. Stockard. No. 33
east; No. 34 south and west
Atlanta, Oa.
The iiaimit
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the ballot, for he may be planning a
brand new, glistening, shink- - ring all
or his own.
Why do I burden you with my impression?
Merely to get them out of
my system.
Incidentally, I am not
at all sure that I care to remain a
I feel like the pin in
candidate.
a
horseshoe game. In order to escape
these whizzing rings I think I will
retire gracefully.
Note the word
I nder the existing circumgraceful.
stances graceful is the proper word
to use. Wishing you a very merry
election I bid you a fond adieu.

.

sample Latest Model "Ranger" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents everywhere are
mating money last. Write Jor lull particulars and special offer at once. .
NO MONEY ItKOIIIKKII imnlvr,.,
,nr,mi.nf vnurh;-!to ar.yone, anywhere in the U. S. without a cent deposit in advance, Prepay fr'eiekl, and
allow XfcN 19AVS FKEE TKIAL during which tune you may ride the biivcle and
put it to any test you wish. If you are thet not perfectly satisfied or do not wish to
keep the bicycle ship it bark to us at our expense md you will net be out ' one cent.
fMliU.W
c turnisn me nighest grade bicycles it is possible to make
FArTnRV
PRinF
niwh at one small profit
iHvl VII
above actual factory cost. You save $ia
to $2? middlemen s profits by buying direct of us and have the manufacturer's guarantee beiund your bicycle.
NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from anient
at any price until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard of factory
frices and remarkable special offers to rider agents.
when oa
our beautiful
and
I'JU iliLL RF AtfANKUTn study our superb models at thecatalogue
wonderfully
lew prtces we can make you this ye3r. VV e sell the highest grade bicycles for less money
thnn any other faciory. We are satisfied with Si.no rjrntlt alviv taruirv
lu mi
ir,Ai.cii9, you can sen our oicycies unoer your own name plate at
our prices. Orders lilkd the day received.
iW douhle
3 I
KKCONO HANI) KICYCLKS.. We do not regularly handle second hand bicycles, but
usually have a number on hand taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores. These we clear out
or cur. uescripuve Dargam lists mailed free.
" promptly at prices ranging troin mo in
"AIot chuiim and pedala, parts, repairs and
DOni'CC B'"K'u wlj,e,','s:.l,:'I"r,t,''i
rSTtO
V JKd B
equipment of all kinds at half lit usual retail prices.
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TIRES

G

5

PUflCTUeE-FHOO- F
TO INTRODUCE, ONLY

The recular retail trice of these tires is
5...fi tier tiair. out to imroauce we will

Review for 1910.

The Mining and
New
Engineering Journal reviews
Mexico mining activities in 1910 as

sellyouasampkpciirioritJiOc.aikuiithorderJi5).
"N
KO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES
not
lot
will
Glam
the
or
1U1.
NAIi.3, Tacksthousand
ixtv
pairs sold last year.
air out. ! undred
- 1W
thousand pairs now in use.
Over two
Sir
aop
VE&'JF: PTICtf: Made in al sizes. It islivety
mill,-.'- )
;ini uervdurablcanii liuediusidewilh
v'ir..ifiTiw
o
nf mhlwr. which never become
ano which closes up small punctures without allowNotice the thick rubber trend
We have hundreds of letters from satls- toescane.
thj.iir
"A" and puncture strlpB
ing
that their tires haveonlybeen pumped
fed
and "1," also rim strip "H"
season. Thevweinh no more than
to prevont rim cutting. This
the
resistinBqualitiesbeuiggiven
anord
puncture
tire will outlast any other
mnhe-SO- FT.
specially prepared fabric on the
by several lavers of thin,
fcLASl'IO and
tread. The regular price of these tires isf 3.50 per pair, bu t for
EASSf RIDING.
factorvDriceto
.irf;.;i
t le rid. r of only &.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We shipC. O. TJ. on
examined and found them strictly as represented.
aiprovul. You do not pay a cent until you have
'We w ill allow a cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price W4.55 per pair) if you
and
enclose
this advertisement. You mn no risk in
CASH
OKDlill
WITH
send I'ULL
at OUR expense if for any reason they are
sending ns an order as the tires may be returnedreliable
and niouey sent to us is as safe as in a
are
We
examination.
on
perfectly
not satisfactory
they will ride easier, run faster,
bank if you order a pair of these tires, you will find thatever
used or seen at any price. We
wear better last longer and look finer than anv tire you have
want
a
so
bicycle you will give us your order.
know that vou will be well pleased that when you
We want yo'u to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
don't buy aay kind at any price until you send for a pair of
mir-- m
tires on approval and trial at
YOU
Hedgethom Puncture-Proo- f
or write for our big Tire and Sundry Catalogue which
above;
the special introductory price quoted
describes and quotes ail makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual prices.
toda'- - BO NOT THINK W BUYINO a bicycle
b"t write us a
from anyone until you knew the new aud wonderful
HOI Weil I on pair of tiresPtal
offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
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follows:
The most important development
in mining in New Mexico in 1910 was
in relation with the exploitations of
!'
"porphyry" copper deposits in Grant
county, notably the Chino property,
formerly the Santa Rita, at Santa
Rita, and in the Burro Mountain district. In Otero county developments
were carried on at the Tularosa and
an experimental mill was
erected.
The Pinos Altos mine, Grant county,
was taken under option by Corrigan,
McKinney & Co., and is being ex
In several of the older disploited.
tricts in the northern and central
part of the State there was renewed
activity and in some cases new capital engaged in investigations and deThis is true in the Cer-velopments.
HEAD CYCLE COMPANY.
CHICAGO, ELL
illos district in Santa Fe county, in
r
deconnection with the
posits, now chiefly valuable for zinc.
BLANKS.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
In the Nogal district, Lincoln county,
Lease.
sheet
new operations were
undertaken,
Lease of Personal Property,
Printed and for sale by New Mexiamong which was the reorganized can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N sheet
Eagle mining company; in the Black Mex.
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Range district of Sierra county a
of
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
de
number of properties wore under
full sheev
Power of Attorney
sheet
velopment during 1910, notably the
Prices on other stamps, pads, and aU
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
XT.
S. Treasury.
fuli sheet.
other office supplies, on application.
Applicant,
In the Dona Ana district in the OrDeposition of Witness.
School Blanks.
gan Mountain section, work was at sheet-Fin- al
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
a standstill until the latter part of
Proof.
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
some
propthe year, at which time,
Contest Notice,
sheet
Contract for School Teacher, Vt
fi 1 eueet.
erties, including the
Yearly Proof.
sheet
Subpoena,
were reopened after reorganizatAffidavit to be filed before contest,
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
In
Tn
the Magdalena district
ion.
sheet.
Complaint, 4 sheet
Capias
Socorro county the Graphic mine was
Afildavit of Contest Against NonSearch Warrant,
sheet
sheet
extensively operated by the Sherman- Resident Entryman,
sheet
talner,
TriWilliams Paint Company and the
Notice of Intention to make final
sheet
Replevin Bond,
bullion shipped ore regularly from the proof,
sheet
Execution Forcible Entry and
Additional Entry,
sheet
Kelly mine. In the Mogollon district
sheet,
1 2
the
320 Homestad
Canadian interests investigated
Entry,
sheet
Cooney property but did not take it, sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of A
and the Ernestine company operated
Contract between Directors and Teasheet
regularly the Last Chance property. plicant, full sheet
chers,
sheet.
Relinquishment,
The Socorro company increased its
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
sheet.
Township Plats,
mill capacity r.nd operated regularly
Certificate of apportionment
of
Township Plats, full sheet
School Funds,
and profitably during the year.
sheet.
some
General Blanke.
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet.
At Jarilla, in Otero county,
Teachers' Monthly Report
sheet,
Bond for Tned.
sheet.
operations were carried
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mexon.
The smelter formerly erected
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
ico Code. Postage 17c
sheet
by the Southwestern Smelting comBond, Genera! Form,
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
Certificate of Marriage, 7&o per doz.
pany was transferred to other inDistrict Clerks' Annual Report, 4
OfflcM Bond, 2 sheet
terests, reported to be the Phelps-DodgThe
Noticiof Sale Under Foreclosure sheet.
company, and Is idle.
Land Office Blank.
smeltery at Dem'ng, was closed but of Mortgage, full sheet
Homestead Entry,
sheet
sheet.
Application for License,
plans for its resumption are under
Missouri Code Pleadings,-$6.00The
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
way.
Bond to Keep the Peacn,
sheet
Notice of Conveyai.ce, 2 sheet.
The copper properties in the north
sheet
Certificate of Election,
em sentinn. at. Taos county, in the
Complaint Criminal
sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Commain were idle during 1910, but they
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
sheet.
plaint,
Deed, City of Santa Fe, 2 sheet
were recently investigated and it is
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
reported that some operations will
Mica de
Application for Marriage License,
take nlace in the spring.
were
Mexico
New
sheet
northern
in
posits
Certificate of Birth.
sheet
Prospects for increased
operated.
sheet.
Certificate of Death,
activity in the New Mexico districts
Butchers' Shipping
Notices,
are considered good.
the sheet.
A very useful monograph on
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
ore deposits in New Mexico was isReceipts, 25c per pad.
sued in 1910 by the TJ. S. Geological
Cost Bond,
sheet
Survey.
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
New Mining Company The Bos
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
ton New Mexico Mining Company, is
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
the name of a mvw company, incor
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
porated under the Maine laws, for
the purpose of engaging in mining, sheet
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
irrigation, agricultransportation.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet
ture, manufacturing, etc. The proall
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
posed stock issue is $1,500,000,
common.
The promoters are: William H. Canterbury (president), N. W.
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Jordan, Charles Fleischer

BENVER

COLO!

Boston,

Alphonso A. Wyman, Somer-ville- ,
Mass.; Parry C. Wiggin, Brook-line- ,
Mass.; George H. Webster, Chas.
H. Hayes, Haverhill, Mass.; A. F.
Frederick Hale (clerk)
Dunham,
Portland, Me. All are directors except Mr. Hale.
Mass.;

HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Guthrie, Omaha;
Joseph B. Warner, E. M. Cranston, J.
S. King, Denver; W. W. Robertson,
Oklahoma; Charles A. Spiess, Las
Denver.
Vegas; Lee B. Strielliug,
Claire.
O. H Hanner. T. Tenive, San Fran
cisco; Herman Lehmann, New York;
F. W. Biebesheimer, Lbs
Angeles;
Phil Heim, St. Louis; H. Brandt, New
B. A.
York: J. H. Crist, Monero:
Candelario, Rosa; J. H. McHughes.
Cerrillos; Joseph Schmidt, Topeka;
.1. A. Minter, Albuquerque;
Guy Mcintosh, Denver; Charles Coates, Denver.
Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Hockaday, Memphis; Chalmer Turner, of the Texas
Company; G. R. Roberts, Albuquerque; Countess de Swirsky and Madam de Swirsky, Paris: F. N. Withey.
New York; A. J. Bristow, New York;
H. W. Dye, F. Butler, Denver; Mr.
and Mrs. H. G. Lillard, Monte Vista;
Ralph Aspinas and family, Tucson;
A. L. White, Kansas City; J. H. Paull,
Chicago; A. H. Dunn, Kansas City;
E. G. Martin, El Paso; C. R. Foster,
San Francisco; Harry Sanders, Chicago; A. B. Egan, Philadelphia; Hans
Rieg, Milwaukee; A. McCallum, Chicago.
Coronado.
C. W. McGlll, El Paso; Fidel Martinez, Penasco; R. T. Beyley, Morlar-ty- ;
W. B. Long, Las Vegas; Pablo
Cesarlo
Sena, Blen Harry, Nambe;
Ortiz and Noberto Gonzales, Nambe;
W. Clarke, Albuquerque.
Capital.
J. L. Dunllng, Lamy; Jesse L.
W. B. Long, Las Vegas.
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Stamps

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINO
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE
DEAL OF TIME.
ARE USING RUBBER
6TAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 13 MONEY THESE DAY8

PRICE-LIS-

.

T

Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ng
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each additional line on stamp, 15tt
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 6 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, aame price.
(Curved Hnesj on 8 tamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.

15

One-lin- e

2

20e.

25.
16c.

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
f
Inch Inch In slz, we charge for one
Where type used le over
Inch or fraction.
line for each one-haDATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
Sf
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
.35
'.
Regular line Dater
'.
1.64
Deflnance Model Band Cstsr
1.50
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
1.5C
Pearl Check Protector
PADS,
STAMP
10 cents; 2x3
25 cents; 2 S4x4 M, '
15 cents; 2
1
75 cents.
15 cents; 3
50 cents; 4
one-hal-

lf

Fac-Sml- le

SELF-INKIN-

FOR TYPE 8PECIMEN
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Misapprehensions
and Plots
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
im mm ne couia nave nis ?iu.'
Marcie, blazing, took up her stub
pen again. She explained that she
brains to work
possessed enough
the plot over into something acceptable and human. She considered the
$10 well spent, since It had taught
her something of the callous indifference to the world's greai problems
which life in New York bred. Mr.
Blunt need not be surprised if his
false and cynical philosophy were put
Into the mouths of one of the undesirable characters In the forthcoming
novel.
Mr. Blunt, supposing he was corresponding with a headstrong, ignorant
youth, came back with a typewritten
castigation that reduced Marcie to revengeful tears. She decided that Blunt
was a misanthropic bachelor of ,slxty
whose chief pleasure in life was in devising plots in which women got the
worst of It. So for a few weeks the
correspondence was as hot as red pepper. In her absorbing effort to frame
sentences as cruel and sarcabtic, and
at the same time as polished as Blunt,
Marcle's little teeth nibbled away a
third of her father's beloved penholder.

Miss Marcle Dastrode had decided
to adopt a literary career. There was
no necessity for 6uch decision, since
her father had one of the finest plan- tations south of Mason and Dixon's
line. And Misa Marcie was twenty
and very good to look upon. Not that
ladies who adoiit literary careers are
never twenty and good to look upon;
on the contrary, frequently.
But her
ideal career seemed to go along other
lines like marrying, loving her husband and raising a family.
But all the worth while young men
were busy at this time, which may
have been the reason she had resolved
never to marry. And after due reflection the resolve for a literary career
was born.
Preparation was fascinating. Marcie decided to use her secretary,
Marcie was sitting on the wide
cramped in space and frail though it
was, as tho basis of the career. And front porch when the down river boat
a large blotter would be more profes- stopped at the Destrode landing. A
sional looking. So she secured
a stranger alighted, and as he came up
sheet of blotting paper from her fath- the avenue Marcie say that he was
tall, young and handsome. Her heart
er's office.
The blotting paper overlapped the fluttered forebodingly and then chosecretary, and It was necessary to cut kingly, for he said:
"Docs Mr. M. R. Destrode live
it down. Marcle's inadequate little
scissors made a sorry job of it. A here?"
"That's that's my name," said Marscalloped edge, very Irregular, was the
result achieved. A gold inkwell and a cie with downcast eyes, "all but the
fragile,
pen did not seem mister."
The man Bet down his bag helplesssuitable tools with which to carve out
a literary career. So she calmly an- ly. "Why," he blurted out, "I thought
nexed her father's bi? stained ink- you were a fresh kid!"
"You're Mr. Blunt, aren't you? I
well and stub pen.
Next came the question of paper. thought you were a mean old man!"
Authors, she knew, always used large Then they both blushed and laughed,
sheets, and it would never do for her, and acquaintanceship was cemented.
Business had brought Blunt to Tena mere beginner, to depart from the
conventions in this respect.
Earnest nessee, and though he was occasionalthought solved this problem. Marlon ly away on short trips, his principal
business the next three weeks seemed
Augarde had given her a box of writing paper for Christmas.
veranda
She had to be sitting on the
never liked it and had not used it. with Marcie. And, of course, with
The box was unearthed and the foldmoonlight over everything at night,
ed sheets smoothed out to the ap- and the mocking bird singing his heart
away in the shrubbery, the Inevitable
proved size.
Preparations all completed, Marcie happened.
drew her chair to the secretary,
"Marcie, I was wrong," said Blunt
placed one of the sheets exactly in one evening humbly. "The hero marthe center of the blotter, dipped the ried the heroine, after all. The hero
Btub pen in the squat inkwell and always married the heroine!"
Marcie snuggied her head down
paused in dismay, she knew of
nothing to write! The tools for wri- comfortably onto his shoulder. "Oh,
irreleting had so engrossed her that she Richmond," she murmured,
had had no time for the subject mat- vantly but fervently, "I'm glad you
ter.
weren't a wrinkled old woman hater!"
Marcie sat before the secretary for
an hour, her lips compressed, a perplexed frown drawing her brows to- OUSTED FROM HIGH POSITION
gether. The stub pen inked her fingers, the scalloped edge of the blotter French Housewife May Be Held Up No
annoyed her. A literary career was
Longer as a Pattern to All
not such an easy thing to achieve,
Women.
after all.
Inspriation helped her out. She reThe perfection of the Frenchwoman
called an advertisement she had read as a housewife
has ben dinned into
Borne weeks before in one of the maga-tine- s the ears of
the American woman until
about "Plots fur- she has come to believe
something
that the
nished to writers." A brief search former Is a
flawless being who saves
through the heap of periodicals in the her husband untold dollars and serves
library revealed it.
her family on food made from leftMr. Richmond P. Blunt, Room 1174
overswhich would satisfy the most
Majestic building. New York city, un- particular
epicures. But it appears,
dertook to supply plots for aspiring of
late, that the French housekeeper
authors who lacked facility in devising is not
altogether deserving of the
their own. Sufficient plot for a short honor which
she has heretofore worn
to
his schedule, was so
Btory, according
It is true that her degracefully.
worth two dollars; for a novelette five ficiencies
are not always her fault,
dollars, and for a novel of seventy to as a large
proportion of the married
one hundred thousand words, ten dolwomen of Paris have to go to work,
lars, cash with order. Mr. Blnnt guar- the husband's
earnings not being sufanteed to please.
ficient In
cases to make both
Marcie dashed off a letter to him, ends meet.many
the reNevertheless,
Inclosing her personal check for $10. marks of Charles
Driessens, who in
The stub pen made her boyish hand- 1889 founded
a free school for housewriting more boy;ish still, and there wives at St. Lenis, came as a surwas nothing about the signature, "M.
R. Destrode," to reveal the sex of the prise.
He says that the majority of French
writer.
Nevertheless, she giggled housewives are Ignorant
of the nutriwhen in due time Mr. Blunt's letter,
tive value of different foods and that
addressed to "Mr. M. R. Destrode,
are imbued with all sorts of preFairmount City, Tenn.," and beginning they
judices, believing for instance that
MMy dear sir," arrived.
meat is very nourishing and vegeMarcie read the stiff, formal epistle,
tables not so. He declared that they
made a pretty little grimace at the know
nothing of the art of preparing
crabbed signature and dismissed the
tasty dishes from ordinary materials
writer as an "ugly old bear." Then and
of using up remainders, and espeshe took up the $10 plot, a typewritcially they do not know how to buy
ten document of several pages.
and steaks, an uneconomical
It was a most satisfying plot at chops
in a hurry,
proceeding,
first There was a heroine presuma- all of which,and cook them
according to Mr. Dries-senbly beautiful, and a hero presumably
is bad.
brave; a villain with every potentialHis remarks are quoted in connecity of wickedness and a villainess fas- tion with the
high cost of food in
cinatingly naughty Then there were Paris, and there
appears to be a
a comedy character or two, a pictureffort In certain quarters
esque father,. a second girl and several to reconcile the workmen to the inother people more or less important creased
them
price of meat
who rounded out the cast.
to eat less of it
That plot almost gave Marcie a
headache to follow it. There were
more twists and turns to it than to
Certainly.
a millionaire's will. There were any
'There is a movement afoot to comnumber of thrilling adventures and pel young men to get on their knees
hairbreadth escapes suggested, and when they propose."
several satisfying love scenes. With
"After they have proposed I supsuch a plot, Marcie thought enthusi- pose it will be proper for the young
astically, almost anyone could adopt ladles to get on their knees."
a literary career and become famous
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Ecorchlngly impugned.
An Unmistakable Hint.
Mr. Blunt's reply, written on a let"Young Staylate got a delicate hint
ter head showing him to be a lawyer
from the young lady he was calling
ar, well as a plot
carpenter, fairly on the other
evening."
drinned ice wnfpr Tha nlnt
whuv
"What was it?"
Mr. Destrode took such serious ob
"She found looking at the clock and
jection was not conventional,
of other familiar devices useless, so she
course, none of his plots was,' hot It ordered some refreshments and her
was logical. It ended as most similar mother
sent In a plate of breakfast
situations in real life end. Mr. Des- food."
trode had the novelist's professional
view of life, which was as different
from real life as moonshine is from
The Reason.
"I always do the marketing for my
sunlight.
Fortunately, Mr. Blunt concluded, wife."
he did not depend upon the
"The last time I did the marketing
vagaries
of would-bauthors for a livelihood. I got cold feet"
The architecture of plots for intel"Why should you do that?"
lectual paupers was a pastime, .not
"Because she told me to; she said
a profession. II Mr. Destrode would people always had pigs' feet at a
kindly return Jps jjlot fhfct did not Dutch lunch."
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YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.

Fred Conklin ol Schoolcraft Mich., Thomson, Lawton. .McMillan,
has been chosen captain of the 1911
Bogle, Qulnn, Borleske, and Cole
Michigan football team. Opposed to were the athletes honored
Conklin for the lienor was Stanfleld
At Minnesota
was elected
Wells, Michigan's star end, who, like as captain of the Oophors, and at
Conklin, has played on the team two Madison Buser was chosen to lead
years and will complete his term of the Badgers. Busr was the only candidate In the field Buser has played
eligibility next season.
Announcement was made by Cap- with the Badgers for two years, at
tain Benbrook that the "M" this year guard in 1909 ami at tackle in 1910.
has been awarded to 15 athletes. All The football squad was entertained at
of the men who participated in the a smoker the othtT night by Captain
games with llinnesotta and Penn Dean at the Kap;a Sigma fraternity
were included, as well as Half Back house. A petition, "signed by every
Green, who was kept out of the two member of the squad, was presented
to Athletic Director Ehler asking that
big games by injuries.
Capt.
Corn-wel-

Ben-broo- k

Magdisohn, Edmunds, Captain-elec- t he recommend Coach Harry for
Conklin, Wells, Pattengill, Green,
in 1911.

EVs'WsBANNERSEASO
"Young Wizard" of Golf Completes
Most Successful Year of His Career Won Many Prizes.

Charles Evans, Jr.,

the Edgewa-te- r
Golf club, the "young wizard" of
golf, has Just completed the most successful season he has ever experienced. Out of twelve "starts," as the
turfman would say, "Chick" took eight
"firsts," two "seconds," one "third"
and was "unplaced" once. In other
words, "Chick" took the main prize
In eight of the twelve tournaments,
was runner-utwice, semiflnalist once
and dropped out in the first round of
r
the other. The tournaments the
youngster won, taken in the
order played, are: Nashville invitation, Westward Ho annual, Lincoln
of

p

Edge-wate-

(Neb.)

invitation,

western

Junior

,v,

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertisem
ments in its local papers.
m
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
m
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
to
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
m
1 you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
OH

I

i
'Am

won a gold medal for low qualifying
score. Hg added a total of twelve

:

cups to his already large collection,
the twelve including a few cupB on
which he got legs, and took nine medals, eight of which were for low qualifying scores. In addition he tied Paul
Hunter for low Bnore at Onwentsia,
but lost the play-off- ,
although he won
the final match in doing it, a stymls
causing his loss In the medal score.
In addition to the foregoing
Eram;
successfully attacked the records ol
sixteen club courses, getting counts on
H
eighteen holes and nine holes.
considers his best performance of the
season work he did on the last nine
holes at Glen View, notching 4 3 4
4 4 3
433, the only nine holes he
ever played perfectly, not a mistake Kit
rfei
being marked against him. He played
in five extra-holmatches and losl 5S
only one, that at Edgewater.
e

11

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE

MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-
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poor.
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Oldfleld declined an offer
race in ten meets in Aus-

tralia.
Bat Nelson says he will begin all
over again by meeting the second- -

raters.

Charles Evans, Jr.
championship. Lake Geneva Invitation, Onwentsia invitation, western
open and Vesper County (Mass.) .InHe was beaten by Rollin
vitation.
Keyes of Glen View, 1 up,, eleven
holes, in his first tournament of the
season at his own club; lost by Mason Phelps In the final round for the
western amateur championship; was
beaten by W. C. Fownes, Jr., of Pittsl
round of the
burg in the
at
national amateur championship
Brookline, and lost to Walter J. Travis in the first round of the Glen
View invitation tournament.
Only in
the national tournament did "Chick"
fall to carry off a prize. In the western amateur he was captain of the
winning Olympic team; at Glen View
be won the north branch trophy and
a gold medal, and at Edgewater he
semi-fina-

Will any ambitious pug have the
audacity to knock Abe Attell down
again?
The Cub players have an idea that
Carl Lundgren would make a corking
umpire.
Packey McFarland easily sees the
Justice in the change of the lightweight limit from 183 to 135 pounds.
Some amateur wrestlers are clamorand pin falls.
ing for hammerlocks
They are treading ground dangerously
close to professionalism.
Wolgast says he is glad Moran defeated Nelson. Probably he did not
relish the Idea of another 45 gruelling
combat With the Battler.
The way Canadian ice hockey is
spreading over the United States is
one of the signs of the times that the
interests of the two countries are well
linked.
Pretty soon they are going to begin
tinkering with the football rules again.
Just as if the football fans weren't
muddled enough during the season
just passed.
Owen Moran has given out the ultimatum that Wolgast must fight him
before May, 1911. This is time enough
for Moran to cover all the London
music halls wlthdut extending himself.
The pope, when Introduced to Connie Mack, said he was pleased to meet
the leader of the American champions
of 1910. This is the way the "world's
champions" are considered across the
big pond.
"Rube" Waddell has been sold
again this time to Minneapolis, th
Mecca of major league
Of
course, Rube may not know he has
been sold, but at any rate It is thought
he will not object.
has-been-

fcmprjr

And whi a man oan live apart
Always Unlucky.
works, on theoloKio trust,
Beers Poor Mrs. DeAlterrea has al- I From
know the blood about his heart
ways been unlucky in the selection of I dry as dust

Why do you say

'

that?

An Effective Device.
Beers Her first husband was a
Ashley Swalmson has Invented an
guide In the Adlrondacks; her second alarm
dock that will waken the deafwas a baseball umpire; her third was
a manufacturer of dynamite, and her est man In the world.
Seymour The olock must make a
last was an aviator.
terrible noise, then.
Ashley No, it doesn't make any
noise.
Flattened In a Flat
Bhe So you've been up to see the
Seymour Doesn't make any noise
Browns. Is their new flat very amaH? bow oan it waken the sleeper?
He Well, they've haA tn anhiiTin
Ashley It's constructed to M Ifl
fOl their t&e&e$ Jqr
.
drop on his tisK
s.
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her husbands.
Townaend

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subm
The
who
readers
had
that much for the local paper
scriptions.
have as much for your store but you must let them know that

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it.
in
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are to,
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise. m
3?

of $10,000 to

s,

ever night
Equal to the Cat.
At least, that Is what she thought
Semple Johnson has trained his
until the last page was reached. Then
her satisfaction gave way to disap- cat to climb a brick wall.
Nistor Oh, that's no stunt; rre
pointment and dismay. Why, the hero
didn't marry the heroine after all! He trained my ivy to do that
married that deceitful other girl, while
Pa's Ultimatum.
the poor, dear heroine was wasted on
"Oar Thursday, Saturday and Monthe villain somewhat reformed, it Is
day morning' papers have checked up
true, but still a villain!
Mr. Richmond P. Blunt was a mis- shy for the last three weeks regular.
erable old woman hater, so he was! ly
"Do you believe
they are being
To spoil a good plot by such a perfectstolen,
pa?"
ly wretched ending! Burning with in"I know Kitty's beau calls Wednesdignation, Marcie seized her stub pen
and indited to Mr. Blunt a letter that day, Friday and Sunday nights. I
want him to go home earlier or to
would awaken a mummv . m
.ivi umy
his skill as a builder of plots, hut his stop taking our paper with him."
aim, instincts ana scneme of life were

I

15
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
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SANTA FE IS TO
HAVE ANOTHER

WATER ENOUGH

MINOR CITY TOPICS

S

LODGE.

Supreme

S

Grocery and Bakery

V
V
V

GET WISE

FOR

THE WEATHER.
Denver, Colo., Jan. 12. The
forecast is fair tonight iu
south portion, local snow in
north portion.
Friday snow
and colder.
One show, your only chance to s

to Organize

It.

supreme representative of the Independent Order of
Beavers is in Santa be for the purpose of organizing the order here.
The Beavers though originated from
Ocassionally
an exclusive social club of Birmingham, Ala., seven years ago. is not a
""al uiuci .urn is
!
FUST RATES
VERSUS METERS mg trom its home, therapiuiy spreau-to
Southland,
a11 Parts of the United States.
It is
.
strictly a social, fraternal orgamza- v,ommunicanon rrom maiagei tion. Fraternalism is practiced in
or Danta re Water and
every essential and the Beavers are
an
20th century organizaLight Companytion, having fine club rooms in every
cay where they are located and proJanuary -. 1:11. moting the social life and enlarging
Editor Santa Fe New Mexican,
ritualistic and sphere work. This orDear Sir;
der is peculiarly adapted to the pro-

it Is Extravagance in Use
That Causes Shortage
e

!

ami
City, Miss Eva Hay Williams
William French Sohutz were married
by Rev. Leonidas W. Smith of the;
Wpiscopal church.
2b.

24000

R. E. Hockaday,

these pictures. Is at the Elks'. Get
in early.
Wedding at Silver City. At Silver

nere January

Representative of the Independent Order of Beavers Here

stall--

i

-

DENVER MAN BUILDS
was today elected President of the
. MUNICIPAL LODGING HOUSE American
Livestock
Association.
Dwight B. Heard of Phoenix was
Turning His Attention to the Cities elected first vice president. Gov- ernor J. M. Carey of Wyoming, was
of the South Los Angeles and
elected third vice president. Denver
San Francisco in Line.
wa3 chosen a,s the next meeting
Galveston, Texas, Jan. 12. Edwin P'ace.
A. Brown, a wealthy man of Denver
who for the past two years has been
rlAVt YUU TK ED PAXTINE
sleeping in all kinds of tenement
The Great Toilet Germicide?
houses and with tramps and hobos
You cion t have to pay COc or 51.00 a
and interesting himself generally in
lilnt for listeriar, antiseptics or
the v. Ifare of the unfortunate, is in
You can mnk. ifi r,int r.r o mr
thii cit y, having come here for the cleansing, germicidal, healing and deodor- rm.pose or awakening the citizens in "",i5 """septic solution with one 25c
box of Paxtine, a soluble
the matrer of a municipal
antiseptic
lodging
house,
ile has interested a nnmbpri Powuer- trainable at any drug tore.
troyS germs that cause
of oth. r cities in the north and east ,raxlme
odor"'- -lt
is
in such an effort for the amelioration fJS
"
the
of conditions and is now turning his why it purifies thewash and earclp. and
breath, cleanses and
attention to the cities of the south Preserves the
better than ordinary
As an up.ift for the unfortunate. Mr.'
bathing it com- sPee
perspiration and other
Brown be.ieves the municipal lodging
odors.
disagreeable body
Every dainty
house a long step in the right direc-- ' woman appreciates this and
its many
tion. It was due to his campaign in otttT tollet and ,,ysienic
Angc'es and San Francisco that Ineameeyos ana" parlfyToutTand
those ctties sent commissioners
to breath after smoking. Y'ou can get
,ine T?"et Antiseplic at any drug store,
York to study the
municipal
"Axt'S
To"
lodging house and make a report. He
believed the practice
who will send you a free
reprehensible Mass
sample
'f
I'ke
U
try it before buying.
of sending boys and nnfari,.-,!- .,
... iuuiiu
aaieep ai mgni on tne BS3aaB5Bfl
streets and in hallways to the county
Jail or city lockup.
;

j

e.

-

T
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Manager
ton of rhe Klks' theater announced to-- ,
day that The Isle of Spice will he
Phone No. 4.
No. 4.
here January 20. This is Whitney's
delightful musical comedy and it hosj The following is written you for motion of good fellowship, good cheer
a legitimate claim to popularity.
what it is worth, in an endeaxor to and mutual aid and has
ths hit!,
He Was a Clever Jockey The naiiiej show the property owning citizens, est attributes of man; loyalty to conn-anof the jockey who rode Lady Valetithat ia the one most interested try, friendship to fellowman and char-ip
!
an adennjitu
tine to victory for Mr. Closson Tucswater- itv. rn unnr phitrtrcn . fitimioo
,
.w aiimUv nf.. thii-ui
day was inadvertently omitted from for, first: domestic use, second: for religious creeds or fraternal relation,
the account of the race published yes-- j the beautifying of Santa Fe.
Among some of the hallowed prin- AT A
,
terday. The jockey is Merrill Souderl
., ..r-i- t
Wo io
ciples of Beaverdom. some which have
Snt
of Estancia, and even those who had
never before been dreamed of by fra- Kate" city.
The flat rate plan of
money on Blanco, the other horse, fnrnishin
ternal men wi" be found in the fol- i
an.
t.r
:
:
were warm in their praise of young
lowing:
unfair
and
tiquated, unsatisfactory
!To Our Customers
Souder's riding.
To promote and maintain good citi- BIG
method of buying and selling a comSTATEHOOD RALLY AT
is
month
the
zenship.
January
generally
which exists in the comTULAROSA, OTERO CO.
when the ladies can secure their modity,
To prevent miscegenation in order
mercial life of today.
The Hat. rate
and Other Friends.
A
to
white goods at great bargains.
the
preserve
of
white
the
purity
method of selling water constitutes
Addresses
Telling
by
January White Goods Sale to begin the only instance in the commerce race.
and Probate Clerk W. K.
""."
That each subordinate Dam proSaturday January 14th and last ng tin- - 01. today wherein
the buyer is forced
Stalcup.
til January 2Sth is being inaugurated
vide or arrange an annual outing or
to pay a Btated sum of money lor an
or
by Seligman Bros. They are telling
benefit for the orphans or
picnic
of a nniWE TAKE THIS OPPORTularosa, N. M., Jan. 12. A large
you all about it, and a cost sale of uncertain use or quantity
poor children in their respective comand lively statehood rally was held
a""'"""
winter goods in their ad today 1f!vr''1'
munities.
TUNITY to thank you for the
Vnder the
This is not an insurance organiza- here Tuesday night and good cheer
bargains appeal to you. read the ad. for a neighbor's waste.
and
consumers
"Flat
Rate"
for
enthusiasm
all
the
constitution
system
tion and the
See the mystery of the torn Bote
initiation is
business that you have favor-e- d
are charged pro rata for the consump- - eliminated from physical
flt hp Klkc tnmfi'hf
the order. Organizer prevailed. The meeting was called1
It will intoret
to
of
order
tion according to the number
by Dr. Howea and
us with this year or for
Hockaday comes to Santa Fe with a
you.
nor George Curry was then elected
fixtures. By this method no single con'
First National Bank Statement In sumer is charged an exactly rightful number of letters to some of the chairman of the
kind 'words, words of recomThe
gathering.
leading citizens, from Albuquerque
another column, apears the report amount.
Without regard to the num- Beavers.
speakers were Capt. Curry, Judge Stal-i
mendation that you may have
of the condition of the First Nation- ber or
capacity of reservoirs the exAlbuquerque was the first city in cup of Alamogordo and J. H. Canning
al bank of Santa Fe on January 7,
waste of the improvident New Mexico to be organized, having of Carrizozo.
travagant
Curry's,
Republican,! spoken concerning us. We
It shows a total of resources of $1,130.- neighbor is, in times of extreme a membership now of about 150 of the and Stalcup's, Democrat,
addresses
and deposits
06.38,
aggregating drought, thrust upon the provident. best people of that city and the order were particularly good. At one point! should like to write each one
about $S35,000, while loans and dis Under the flat rate
the la tter said he candidly believed
there is is only two weeks old there.
of you personally but our
counts of $G00,0fi0 indicate how the no incentive for the system
careful use of
that had this identical constitution
bank is helping in the development water
been
drafted by a Democratic major-- '
except civic pride, which the KILLING AT FIERRO
host of friends is so large
of business and is supporting
'
enter average
ity he would think it the best one he
improvident person never
ON
SATURDAY.
in
New
this
of
It
Mexico.
part
prises
that it is impractical.
had ever read. As ft is he believes!
feels.
is a splendid showing.
We often hear thp
from Juan Galvin While Intoxicated and in it is worthy the unanimous vote of'
Floor Will Be Good-- The
best danc-- otherwise
the people.
lntellient people that
an Ugly Mood Shot by Deping floor in the southwest will be "water should be as free as air." A
YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HANDSheriff.
uty
that. at. the American Scout ball at
AMERICAN LIVESTOCK ASSOC- is the
remark
the National Guard Armory tonight. person making this
SOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
IATION ELECTS OFFICERS
one most apt to waste water, beJuan Galvin was shot and instantly
It has been thoroughly cleansed, first
'
Forth Worth, Tex. Jan. 12. Murdo
no
You
has
it
at
value,
t
killed
lieving
Grant
last
Fierro,
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
county,
by the janitor, then by a detachment
MacKenzie
of
Colorado,!
Trinidad,
it
as
Sheriff
Water is free as long
remains Saturday evening by Deputy
of Scouts and then thoroughly polishof
We havs the Best line of these articles in
ed under competent supervision.
It undisturbed in the lakes, wells, rivers Wayne Estes, who seems to. have
of the Condition of
Report
been
and
in
or
the
sources
perjustified
of
will
be
clean
other
the
acting
any
and
smooth. Rugs will
primary
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
be distributed along the border and of supply, but as soon as it enters formance of his duty. There was a THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK;
but the most attractive in appearance.
comfortable chairs
provided.
Thej into a system of reservoirs, pipelines, dance in Fierro Saturday evening a
of Santa Fe,
ladies can wear their handsomest etc., it begins to cost money and the hall in the main street of the
dresses without fear of soilintr or thereby attains a value, the value town. Galvin was one of the attend- - at Santa Ke, In the Territory ot New Mexico
t the cluse of business Jan 7. 1911.
tearing them. The dance begins at 9 increasing through the various items ants. He became very much intoxi- A
NECESSITY
AND
A
JOY.
A
Resources.
p. m.
cated as the evening progressed, and
of expense incident to storage,
upL.
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND
and
fins
Yours Very Truly.
was
J5S9.323 78
Estes
to
twice
of
Deputy
numerous
and
Wedded Yesterday
other
compelled
Miss Refugito keep
pipelines
5D2 98
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
Konds to secure circulation.
Vigil, daughter of Melisendro Vigil, items of distribution consequent up- remove him from the hall by force U. S.
40,000 00
was married to Salomon Garcia of on having to keep a staff of employes. on account of the disturbance which v. w. Honda to secure U. 8. de.
posits
50,000 00
Santa Cruz, at 7 o'clock yesterday To furnish water at the faucet it is he was raising. Finally it became Bonds, securities, etc
116.966 63
flx- Kanklnf
furniture
house,
and
to
him
in
take
and
the Cathedral, the Very necessary to employ all these agen- necessary
out,
morning
again
tures
9.500 00
Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, vicar gen- cies, so the value of a gallon of as the officer was trying to get him Other lira! Estate ownnd
4,1X10 00
Due from National Banks (not
the reserve agents
33923! eral of the archdiocese,
officiating. water at its primary source is vast- up the street and away from
60,430 61
The best man was Juan Valdez and ly different from its value delivered scene, Galvan pulled a gun and be- Due from State and Private banks
ana Hangers, Trust Companies
the matron of honor was Mrs. Felipe at a faucet.
and Savings Banks
gan shooting. The first shot struck Due
7,222 05
from approved resorve agents 159'2f7 43
Valdez. Following the wedding cere
"on the right should and inflict- The flat rate system of furnishing Estes
Clisu Hums
3,689
satisfaction asdkedi'
rmnT ni nn
of other National Banks....
mony, a reception was given at the water is
315 00
the product of the day when ed a Slight flesh Wound. Eates then Notes
y lui--i iuiitu paper currency mKels
home of the bride's father. Mr. and
to
one
and
second
the
side,
jumped
and
cents....
from
161 69
which
the
cities
primary supply
Mrs. Garcia will reside in Santa Cruz.
shot hit Cleofes Martinez, who was LAWVCJjMONKYHKSKKVK in bank
more
was
derived
water
than
their
vr,:
HICK SERVICE
on. The bullet entered the Specie
Up to 47 Degrees. The mercury
:.i77,856 90
jTOifis and Saddle Horses
adequate for the necessities; then looking
5470 00
did some climbing yesterday
and the city grows, no curtailment in the right lung of Martinez and inflicted Legal lender notes
$83.026 90
t
reached a maximum of 47 at noon. use of water
fund with
I
a
J. g
serious
is
Redemption
very
it
wound,
although
seeming necessary,
Treasurer (5 per cent circulation
The lowest was 38 at 4:20 a. m. The
will
he
recover.
that
this
thought
By
at the time, not being actually necesTotal...
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For Your New Years Callers!
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Treat Yourself
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Making Clothes is a Trade!
Good Tailoring is an Art!
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Pleasant surprise at first,
then a happyi healthful habit.
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$20.00, $25.00, $30.00 to $35.00
For Suits and Overcoats and
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00 or $8.00
For Trousers

Our Winter Woolens are
BEST
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Nathan Salmon.
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LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.

FREE Liberal package Conkey's

Laying Tonic and 50c Poultry Book.
Bring this ad to Leo Hersch.
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on time.
JNO. V. CONWAY,
' Co. School
C.
KANEN, Santa Fe, N. M.
Supt.
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Serve with cream "or milk
hot orcold'Wdelicious.
"The Memory Lingers"
Postum Cereal

Co.,

Ltd, Battle Creek Creek, Mich.

